Rajasthan is known all around the world for its magnificent lifestyle and rich cultural heritage. Rajputs traditionally have their own distinct individual rituals of marriage. Marriage is considered one of the most important events in a couple's lives. The traditional dance, music, gorgeous wedding attires, jewelry, wedding rituals are mesmerizing for any spectator.
• राजस्थानी खाना was influenced by both the war-like lifestyles of its inhabitants and the availability of ingredients in this arid region.
• Food that could last for several days and could be eaten without heating was preferred. Scarcity of water and fresh green vegetables have all had their effect on the cooking. It is also known for its snacks like Bikaneri bhujia, mirchi bada and pyaaj kachori. Other famous dishes include malaidar special lassi (lassi) and Lashun ki chutney (hot garlic paste), Mawa lassi from Jodhpur, Alwar ka mawa, Malpaus from Pushkar and rasgulla from Bikaner, "paniya" and "gheriya" from Me
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